Stamped Designs Gnomaste Class

Gnome Sayin’ Card
Copic Pens used: B21/23, R05, Y08, E00, E23, YR04, YG05, BG000
1. Color the gnome with the Copic pens indicated or another coloring medium. Fussy cut
out the image with scissors.
2. Attach the 3 colored strips together as shown, then attach to the front of the card.
Attach the black strip to the card with wet glue – it is longer than the width of the card –
trim to fit.
3. Attach the gnome to the front of the card with a foam square. Attach the flowers with
wet glue, then attach the flower centers in the middle of each flower with wet glue.
Take Me Gnome Country Road Card
Copic pens used: B21/23, E00, E23, R05/08, YG05, Y08, YR04, E30, E97, YR21, YG21/23
1. Color the gnome and the mushroom background with the colors indicated or choose
your own medium and color. Cut out the gnome with scissors.
2. Layer the bright blue piece to the black layer. Attach the white piece with the
mushroom background to the corresponding black piece then attach to the blue piece
as shown. Apply adhesive to the back of the card and attach the ribbon knot as shown.
3. Attach the gnome and the words piece with a foam square.
Gnomaste Card
Prismacolor pencils used: PC917, PC1003, PC943, PC903, PC1034, PC913, PC938, PC1010,
PC922, PC1011
1. Color the gnome and the mushroom background with the pencil colors indicated or
choose your own coloring medium. Layer the kraft background piece to the
corresponding black piece.
2. Layer the green piece to the large black piece, then attach the colored piece with the
mushroom background as shown.
3. Apply adhesive to the back of the card and attach the red gingham ribbon bow as
shown, then layer to the front of the card.
4. Attach the gnome piece with a foam square.

